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Youth exchange
‘‘Empowering Eco-entrepreneurship: from ecology
to business’’ 
took place in Kocaeli, Turkey. 
With 42 participants. coming from 7 organizations
from Germany, Turkey, Italy, Romania, Spain,
Bulgaria and North Macedonia.
Organizations were represented by 5 young people
(3 with fewer opportunities) and 1 group leader



WHAT IS YOUTHPASS?
- created by the Bulgarian team

Youthpass is a certificate which helps people recognise one's
learning outcomes from youth work. It is provided by projects funded
by Erasmus+: Youth in Action and European Solidarity Corps
Programmes. It is a part of the European Commission's strategy to
promote non-formal education.
While creating their Youthpass certificate, project participants are
given the possibility to describe what they have done in their project
and which competences they have acquired.
Consequently, Youthpass supports the reflection upon the personal
non-formal learning process and outcomes.
Youthpass encourages active European citizenship of young people
and of youth workers by describing the added value of their project.
It includes the following key competences:
- Multilingual competence
- Personal, social and learning to learn competence
- Citizenship competence
- Entrepreneurship competence
- Cultural awareness and expression competence
- Digital competence
- Mathematical competence and competence in science, technology
and engineering
- Literacy competence

Youthpass also aims at supporting the employability of young people
and of youth workers by raising their awareness and helping them
describe their competences. It is a great opportunity for youngsters
to not only experience new things, but also to find their own
strengths and weaknesses.
All in all, Youthpass is a way to reflect on yourself and your actions
while getting an actual certificate.

DAY 1
LETS GET STARTED ! ! !

WHAT WE DID TODAY?
-created by the German team

We had three wonderful sessions
lead by Romania, North Macedonia
and Italy. They were very interactive
and informative. Romania did a
speed-dating-type event that
involved explaining the three
Erasmus key actions.
Before we began, however, we played
a game about things we did and did
not do in our very eventful lives. 

North Macedonia had an impromptu
dance class and some brainstorming
regarding the youthpass
competences. 

Italy was last but not least, and we
took our activity outside under the
beautiful sky and on the crunchy
leaves. We played the classic sheet
game where we had to say the names
of the person on the other side of the
sheet. We then had to organize
several statements by types of
education. Overall, very nice and
useful sessions. 

Tschüss!



The European Union's Erasmus+ programme is a funding scheme to support
activities in the fields of Education, Training, Youth and Sport.
It offers opportunities for both individuals and organisations.
The program offers a wide variety of actions aimed at:
- Stimulating and innovating development;
- The exchange of knowledge in the fields of education,sports and youth

The Programme is made up of three "Key Actions":

Key action 1:Mobility
Key action 2:Cooperation
Key action 3:Policy

Erasmus+ provides grants for activities in the fields of education, training, youth
and sport. It offers opportunities for:
-individuals to spend a mobility or volunteering period abroad and to receive
linguistic training, organisations to collaborate in project
-partnerships in the fields of academic and vocational training, schools, adult
learning and European sport events. 

WHAT IS ERASMUS+ ?

The programme supports
organisations, institutions or groups.
These organisations, in turn support
a wide range of individuals,
including: students, trainees,
apprentices, pupils, adult
learners,young people, volunteers.
Erasmus+ includes a strong
international dimension: cooperation
with Partner Countries notably in the
field of higher education and youth,
through institutional partnerships,
youth cooperation and mobility
worldwide.
The European Commission
publishes an annual general call for
proposals. The Erasmus+
Programme Guide explains the
relevant actions and the application
process.

Erasmus+ also 
supports 
teaching, research, 
networking and 
policy debate 
on EU topics.



On the morning of the third day of the Youth Exchange, us the
spanish group presented the Young entrepreners Erasmus +

programme. 
We started dividing the group into smaller ones in order to

discuss what is being
an entrepreneur. We then shared all the ideas that came up to

what it means this concept for us.
Through media content and a personal approach we discovered

the possibilities this programme can offer to new entrepreneurs.
We answered every major concern about the benefits of this

programme and every application that we can obtain from it

Erasmus for Young entrepreneurs is a European business Exchange programme for
entrepreneurs.It provides practical and financial assistance to newly established or would-be

entrepreneurs wishing to spend some time abroad with a host entrepreneur.
Thanks to the programme, new or would-be entrepreneurs acquire the relevant skills for

managing a small or medium-sized enterprise, and experienced businessmen or women gain
fresh perspectives and international cooperation oppportunities.

The programme aims at the exchange of knowlodge and experience, better networking
possibilities across Europe and new comercial relations for European Business.

Great day, Everything is posible if you take action.

¿What is Erasmus for

Young entrepreneurs?



W H A T  P R O B L E M S  W E  R E C O G N I Z E  I N  O U R  S O C I E T Y ?

It is important to understand the general social issues of our society and how they impact the
lives of the people of the country. There are many causes of the social issues. 

Social issues arise due to inequalities in society. They are not caused by a single person, it is the
result of various happenings that are beyond a person's control.

The method "Problem tree"

Today we talked about some of the social problems
like: low salary, air pollution, plastic problem,
animal growing, gender inequality, fast fashion etc,
and we noticed that everything is connected to each
other, and that everything is related to corruption.

We used the method of creating a Problem tree. We were divided in 6 groups and each group

had to choose one of the topics mentioned above.

Problem tree contains 3 parts: the roots are the
causes of the problem, in the middle there is the
problem, and on the top are the consequences of the
problem. And from the consequences you should start
to creating ideas about the solution of these
problems.
All the social issues can only be solved through
mutual efforts of the people and by the governament.



LETS GET DOWN TO

BUSINESS

Our entrepreneur project consists in an agency that checks the eco soustenibility of
the turistic place a releases a quality certificate. We think nowadays we need an
eco standard for every touristic branch. Our project is a control agency of
sustenaibility of tourist holiday services. In group we realised neither European
Union nor other national and international organisations have never payed
attention to this aspect. Following the growing popularity of such eco sustenaible
field we thought market need a figure like this one. Our business idea is to design
an Eco-Certificate which will certify the sustainability and eco-friendliness of
hotels, restaurants, transportation companies, etc. Eco Certificate is of great
importance nowadays because we need a new way of measuring quality. Our team
would at first offer the certificate of global hotels chains as setting it as criteria for
smaller hotels also

QUALITY LABEL FOR ECO-TOURISM

Mission:
- provide good quality food
-change production values
-change the wat we product and sell food;
-food management

The problems
-people leave a lot of food on their plates = food waste
-over food production

Solutions
-offering good services
-exponation grouth for each planet individual

The products
-restaurant+app
- the restaurant has a great atmosphere where the
eldies can feel like home=> family dinner
-the app= for users and workers, monthly
subscription;
-giving the internship for the students(partnership
with universities)

Profit
-governement programms
-app subscription
-the restaurant

Target groups
-elderly ( for the restaurant)
-everybody( for the app)

Why now?
-our society changed a lot and the families don't spend time together
-the corona virus situation made the families(especially the elders) to live alone

food net



LAKE AWAKE FESTIVAL
To bring awareness to the people about our enviroment.
We chose to do this with MUSIC, because it is the most beautiful
international language that connects all the people at the same
time.

One of the biggets problem we have right now is the
environment issues caused by the pollution.
At this moment, Macedonia is the country which has the most
polluted capital in Europe.

MISSION

PROBLEM

The festival is an event that has the purpose of opening people's hearts and minds in order to be able to have fun
and at the same time to feel the nature, because it would take place in the
wonderful Mavrovo by the lake. It would be a huge camp where people can come with their own tents and
campers and just enjoy the music they like in a really eco-friendly environment.
There would be 100% recycling consumables:
- eco-toilets
- digital tickets with QR codes
-recycling machines that gives a gift everytime when you recycle sth
- solar panels and solar energy for the electricity that the camp and the stage would need
- art craft shops with hand made eco souvenirs and merchandise
- local food shops and bars booths
Now it’s the time because in other contries that kind of project already started and in North
Macedonia not. From the pandemy we know that the economy is going down and down
every day and for countries like North Macedonia that means that a lot of bussines will bankrupt. For this festival
will come a lot a people from other countries and they will help a lot to raise economy and to not bankrupt a lot of
small business

Target group - The people who like music and to have fun and to met new friends.

Competitors
Ohrid falling
Skopje jazz festival
Strumica open

How are we better than them? - Because we are eco!!!

How will it improve the client's life? - Make them more aware and change their habits so we all have a cleaner
environment

Why is it unique?
This is the only one 100% eco festival using solar panel energy, reauseble water and eco friendly materials

How will it pass the test time?
Even more people are becoming interested in ecology and that's why new people would come every year.
How can the idea grow?

Our plan is to grow the business through adding new stages with different kinds of music, expand the time period
of the festival from 2 days up to a week or more and host it at different lakes in different countries.

Finance
The profits: partners fees and sponsors, tickets.
Donations: the money earned from the recycling machine will be donated in order to plan trees in areas that it is
needed.
Investment: each of us will invest an equal amount of money for the festival




